Rapid isolation of fast-growing methanotrophs from environmental samples using continuous cultivation with gradually increased dilution rates.
Methanotrophs have recently gained interest as biocatalysts for mitigation of greenhouse gas emission and conversion of methane to value-added products; however, their slow growth has, at least partially, hindered their industrial application. A rapid isolation technique that specifically screens for the fastest-growing methanotrophs was developed using continuous cultivation with gradually increased dilution rates. Environmental samples collected from methane-rich environments were enriched in continuously stirred tank reactors with unrestricted supply of methane and air. The reactor was started at the dilution rate of 0.1 h-1, and the dilution rates were increased with an increment of 0.05 h-1 until the reactor was completely washed out. The shifts in the overall microbial population and methanotrophic community at each step of the isolation procedure were monitored with 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing. The predominant methanotrophic groups recovered after reactor operations were affiliated to the gammaproteobacterial genera Methylomonas and Methylosarcina. The methanotrophic strains isolated from the reactor samples collected at their respective highest dilution rates exhibited specific growth rates up to 0.40 h-1; the highest value reported for methanotrophs. The novel isolation method developed in this study significantly shortened the time and efforts needed for isolation of methanotrophs from environmental samples and was capable of screening for the methanotrophs with the fastest growth rates.